Track crash events with Badger TraCS locator tool and WISLR local road data. Adding your local roads into the WISLR system will allow law enforcement officers to properly locate crash incidents and maintain data on these incidents.

In order to accurately draw/locate and name tribal roads within the reservation boundary, please provide one of the following to WisDOT:

- A shapefile (layer from ArcGIS) that displays the roads in your Tribal boundary. Please include an attribute table that has the road name as it is signed on your road signs. We can also utilize AutoCAD and MicroStation files.

- OR

- A map that shows the roads with their correct name within the reservation boundary.

If you have any questions or are ready to submit your road data to WisDOT please contact

*Kara Sandley*
WisDOT-WISLR
608-266-5295
WISLRMapping@dot.wi.gov
4822 Madison Yards Way, 6th Floor South
Madison, WI 53705